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2. The Albufera: from an urbanization project to the natural park 
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Figure 1. Map of the Albufera Natural Park and its situation in Spain 
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3. Methodology and Objectives 
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Table 1. Main frames present in the corpus and in the discourse on nature in which they are 
framed 
A FRAMING TYPOLOGY APPLICABLE TO ENVIRONMENT  
  
Social Progress: Nature appears opposed to the idea of progress. While progress is seen as a positive 
issue, nature receives negative connotations. Progress civilizes nature in a necessary way, so people 
can enjoy it. Nature is then conceptualized as wild, dangerous, and uncomfortable for human beings. 
Beauty: Nature is idealized, and its value is given by its beauty. Natural areas provoke admiration 
and have value for its esthetic pleasure. Evocative adjectives and descriptions are often used to create 
visual images of the natural space. The use of terms belonging to the semantic field of beauty is 
common (e.g., the beautiful lake of the Albufera).  
 Economic Development and Competitiveness: Nature is understood as a source of resources and its 
value depends mainly on its economic perspectives: agriculture, hunting, tourism, etc. Plenty of 
concepts referring to economic activities and its semantic field are used: way of life, right to property, 
jobs... This frame implies that a society has the right to exploit nature to achieve its goals. For that 
reason, nature is always subject to people's interests.  
 Citizen Right: Nature is considered as a citizen right. In this sense, nature is an issue of public 
policies and the natural area is considered as a public good. This frame understands nature as an 
element for citizen leisure and enjoyment. Accordingly, there is a defense of the natural space, but at 
the same time certain ecological policies collide with the total enjoyment of nature by people. The 
motto El Saler per al poble is one of the most remarkable examples of this frame. On the other hand, 
the texts where this frame is present refer to popular areas, public heritage, public use, etc. 
 Public Accountability: Environment is considered an intrinsic part of politics. This frame accepts 
and demands that politicians look after the environment and design specific policies to manage it, 
always considering it a citizen right. Texts within this fame use many law and administration-related 
terms (the council and councilors, the bill...), and they also appeal directly to politicians. 
 Ecosystem Value: Nature conception from a scientific point of view that gives value to the 
ecosystem and the need to protect and preserve it. It is a scientific basis stance, but it can be adopted 
by other groups such as, for instance, environmentalists. It is remarkable for its use of scientific 
lexicon, especially biology-related, as well as for its scientific descriptions and technical vocabulary. 
The texts containing this frame sometimes introduce or quote a scientist as an argument of authority. 
 Science as a Solution: Science and technology are presented as the only answer to the environmental 
problem. It is quite an optimistic frame regarding the future of environment, since it trusts scientific 
advances will solve any problem. 
 Conflict/Strategy: Battle of personalities or groups. Discourse polarization. Opposition to 
conservationist or environmentalist stances, which are consistently ridiculed or criticized. Conflict 
Science vs. Environmentalists. In these texts, the use of war metaphors and vocabulary is noteworthy, 
as well as the presentation of dichotomies such as the “us versus them”. 
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4. Results 
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Figure 2. Opinion genres used by the two analyzed newspapers, Levante and Las Provincias, 
during the two studied periods 
 
Figure 3. Comparative view of frames in 1973-1974 and 1986-1990 (in percentages) 
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4.1. The 70s and the urbanization project of El Saler (1973-1974) 
Figure 4. Distribution of published news about El Saler and the Albufera during the trimesters 
of 1973-1974 in the two analyzed newspapers 
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4.2. The 1980s and the declaration of the Albufera Natural Park (1986-1990) 
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Figure 5. Distribution of published news about El Saler and Albufera during the semesters of 
1986-1990 in both newspapers 
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5. Discussion and conclusion  
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